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The purpose of the paper is to present a systematic method for developing an approximate 
recursive estimator which is optimal for the given structure and approaches the best estimate, 
when the order of approximation increases. 
The minimal variance estimate is projected onto the Hilbert subspace of all Fourier-Hermite 
(FH) series, driven by the observations, with the same given index set. The projection results in 
a system of linear algebraic equations for the FH coefficients, the parameters of the desired 
approximate estimator. 
The estimator consists of finitely many Wiener integrals of the observations and a memoryless 
nonlinear postprocessor. The postprocessor is an arithmetic combination of the Hermite poly- 
nomials evaluated at the Wiener integrals. A couple of recursive methods for calculating the 
Wiener integrals are included. 
recursive estimation * minimum variance * Fourier-Hermite expansions * Wiener integrals 
1. Introduction 
The Volterra series [3] and the series of multiple Wiener integrals [l-2] were 
used to approximate the minimum variance (MV) filter by Katzenelson and Gould 
[5] and Mitter and Ocone [6-81 respectively. Their results suffer from the following 
two difficulties. 
(1) The integrands of the multiple (or iterated) integrals in their series expansions 
are characterized by the nth order Wiener-Hopf equations, which are hard to solve. 
(2) The multiple integrals in their series expansions are hard to evaluate. There 
is not a recursive algorithm for their evaluation. 
In this paper, we shall show that these difficulties can be avoided by the use of 
the Fourier-Hermite (FH) functionals developed by Cameron and Martin [4]. 
This work was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems 
Command, USAF, under Grant AFOSR-80-0241. 
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Let {&} be a complete orthonormal set (CONS) of functions on [0, t]. A finite 
FH series driven by the observation y’ := {y, 0 < r c r} is 
h(t,O)+: C h(t,k,5)G,(t,~,I...~,,,y) 
h-1 cc51 
where Gk denotes the multiple Wiener integral of &, . . . 4c,. wrt y [ 1,4,9] and & 
is a finite set of k-tuples 5 = [ [,, . . , &,I of nonnegative integers. The multiple Wiener 
integrals in the above series are called FH functionals. 
The FH functionals are orthonormal with respect to the Wiener measure. This 
property enables us to project the minimum variance estimate 6(x) of a measurable 
functional @ of the signal process x, such that E@‘(x) < 00, directly onto Hilbert 
subspaces H,( t, 5) of all finite FH series with the same index set 5 = 5, u . . . u &. 
A typical elemen; in H,( t, S) is the FH series displayed above. The&&t project& 
for a preassigned index set does not need the nth order Wiener-Hopf equation. In 
fact, it produces a system of linear algebraic equations for the FH coefficients 
b(r, k, 5)! 
By expanding b(t, k, 5) into finite Fourier series on the time interval [0, T], over 
which the estimator is applied, we obtain a further and simpler approximate 
estimator. The Fourier expansion is carried out by minimizing a weighted cumulative 
estimation error over [0, T]. 
A most remarkable property of an FH functional is that it is the product of finitely 
many Hermite polynomials. The argument of each Hermite polynoimal is simply a 
Wiener integral 5: 4c,( t, s,) dy(si) ! A couple of recursive methods to evaluate the 
Wiener integral are given at the end of this paper. 
2. Problem statement and preliminaries 
In this paper, we mainly consider the estimation problem for the scalar system 
that is described by the following signal and sensor equations in the sense of Ito: 
dx =f(x, t) dt + g(x, r) du, dy = h(x, t) dt + r:j2 dw (I) 
where w and v are independent standard Wiener processes and x0 is an independent 
random variable with a given distribution [ 1 l-131. It is assumed that the functions 
i g, and h are such that the signal equation has a unique solution and the measures 
pcLy and CL,. induced by y and w respectively on the measurable space (C[O, t], B) 
of the continuous functions and the associated Bore1 field are equivalent and, almost 
surely with respect to u,, 
~(,)_E,\(Hk?I)W, 
n 
Or:= B’(x,y):=exp 
[I’ 0 
h,r,’ dy,-; I,: h:r,’ dr] 
h, := h(x,, t). 
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Furthermore the conditional expectation G(x) := E( @(x)ly’) of a measurable func- 
tional Q(x) of x, such that EQ2(x) < ~0, given the measurement y’ := {y, 0~ TS t} 
has the following representation [ll-131: 
G(x) = fl,(@)/a,(l), u,(Q) := (V,(@))(Y) := &J@(x)Ux, Y)) 
where 1 is the constant function with value one everywhere. The purpose of this 
paper is to expand G(x) into a finite Fourier-Hermite series. 
Throughout the paper, we will adopt the following symbols: 
We note that 0’ satisfies 
do’ = h,rF1O’ dy,. 
Hence by the Peano-Baker procedure, it has the following finite expansion in iterated 
integrals: 
k&O 
IIt1 
+ I (h&‘) . . . (hRm+,r;l+l)es,~+~ d”+‘y, 
a,(@)= Ii 
k=O I 
k 
E[(hlr,‘) . . . (k,rTk’)@(x)l dky 
I 
nt, 
+ JyJ(hSICl’). . . (h.~,,+,r,~‘t,)~(x)~S,~+ll d”“y. (3) 
A product-to-sum formula for iterated integrals with respect to the Wiener process 
w was found by Shigekawa [15, p. 2761, which is necessary in our orthogonal 
expansion. We shall now restate it as a theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Let a and b befunctionsfrorn L2([0, t]“) and L2([0, t]“) respectively. 
Then the product of two iterated stochastic integrals hasjinite iterated integral expansion 
as follows: 
” m 
a(s,, . . . , sn 1 d”w(s) b(s,, . . . , s,) d”‘w(s) 
I 
= mi;~;‘;,-“+m-2k [-jk:+ ,,..., uk,S,(,) ,..., s,(,-k)) 
77 
b(u,, . . . , (Tk, &(n-k+l), . . . , S,(n+m-Zk) ) d’rr] dn+“-2kw(s), 
tics,, . . . , S”) := 4%(l), . . , S,(n)), 
r:=apermutationofl,...,nsuchthats,(,,~s,(,,z...zs,,,,, 
dkg := duk ’ . ’ du, 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
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where the summation 1, is taken over all combinations rr of n + m -2k elements 
{l,...,n+ m - 2k) taken n -k at a time. 
The multiple Wiener integral Gk( t, a, w) of a(~,, . . . , sk) [l-2] and the iterated 
integral Sk a dkw are related as follows: 
k 
Gk(t, a, w)= k! a’(~,, . . , sk) dkw, (7) 
k 
U(S,, . . . , Sk) d”w =; Gk(t, ii, W) 
where ti is defined in (5) and 6 denotes the symmetrization of a. 
Let {4,, i = 1, 2,. . .} be a CONS on [0, t] and consider the multiple Wiener integral 
F(t, k 5, w):= Gk(f, &, . . . &, WI (9) 
where & is a nonnegative integer for i = 1, . . . k and 5, S. . . s &. The set of all such 
integrals, which are orthonormal, was called the Fourier-Hermite (FH) set by 
Cameron and Martin [4]. It was shown in [4] that if A(w’) is any functional for 
which E[A*( w’)] <CO, then it can be approximated arbitrarily close by a FH series 
in the form: 
A(s’)- ; i a(k 5)F(t, k 5, w), a(k 5):= E[A(w’)F(t, k 5, ~11 
k=O ZF& 
(10) 
where & is a finite subset of (5 = [ .$,, . . . . , &]1[1 C . . . S &, 5, is a nonnegative 
integer for i = 1,. . . , k}. 
It is necessary to impose the restriction 5, S. . . G & for each index vector, [, in 
order to have orthonormal FH functionals associated with different vectors. For 
instance, G( t, 41+2, w) and G( t, c$*+,, w) are identical 
We shall need the following terminology: 
(i) The integral (9) is called the 5th FH functional; 
(ii) The term a(k; e)F(t, k, 5, w) is called the 5th FH component; 
(iii) The coefficient a( k; 5) is called the 5th FH coefficient of A( w’); 
(iv) The set I:= 5, u . . . u & is called the index set of the finite FH series on the 
right side of (10). * _ 
From (3), we have 
a,(@)=a(t,O)+ i: 
h 
ak(tr SI, . . . , sk) dky 
k=, 
I 
II+, 
+ rn+,(t, ~1,. . . , s,+I, Y’,~+I) d”+‘x 
a,(l)=p(t,O)+ y 
k=l I 
k 
Pkctr SI>. . . , sk) dky 
I 
*n+, 
+ r*n+,(t, Sl,. . .1 S*n+1, Y 
%+I) d2”+ly. (11) 
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Given index sets $ = iI u . . . u & and 77 = 9, u . * . u y2,,, the finite FH series rep- 
resentations of u,( @) and u,( 1) can now be written as 
a,(@)=~(t,O)+ i C ~~(t,k,5)F(t,k,5,y)+Rl(y’,_5), 
k=l .$E& 
~,(l)=P(t,O)+ -? C P(t,k,17)F(t,k,77,y)+R,(y’,?) 
where the coefficients can be calculated by 
a(~ k, 5) =b 
.f 
k 
.&k(t,S I,..., Sk) c &~~l)(~,) 
Tr 
= 
f 
k 
(Yk( t, s,, . . . 3 Sk) fI d’<,(sj) dks, 
j=l 
f 
k 
P(t, k, VI= p;i(t, s1,. . . 3 Sk) I? $J,(sj) dks. 
j=l 
We stress that (12) are orthogonal expansions wrt p,,,. Not puy !
(12) 
(13) 
3. Projection for Fourier-Hermite Series representation 
Consider the set of all the FH series indexed by $ and denote it by 
H,,(t, [):= f i C a(t, k, [)F(t, k, &y)la(t, k, 5) are real numbers 1 
ck=O St& 
We will call an element of Ef,,(t, 5) the &optimal estimate of 
_ _ by _5(@):=_5r(@(x)), if 
J%_5,(@(x)) - @(x))‘c E(z - Q(x))‘, vz E Ez,(t, 5). 
As 
J 
Q(x) and denote it 
C a(Gk5) I? ~S,(t,sj)EL2([0,tlk), k=l,.+.,n, 
e+ j=l 
we see that H,,( t, $) is a closed Hilbert subspace of H,,(f): 
K(4_5)CK(Q 
._ .- 
{ I 
: k a,(t, S,, . . . , Sk) dk&Zk E L2([0, tlk), k = 0,. . . , n . 
k=O I 
Let the norm of the Hilbert space H of all finite variance random variables z be 
denoted by [[z/l = (.!?z~)“~. 
It follows immediately that 
(i) &( @) is unique; 
(ii) kn element z, of Z-I,( t, 5) is &optimal, if E[( @ - z,)z] = 0, Vz E H,( f, $), i.e., 
z, is the projection of D(x) onto k,,(t, ,S). 
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The projection theorem to be developed-provides a simple method of projecting 
Q(x) onto H,,(r, 5). First, we prove a lemma. 
Lemma 3.1. Consider the Fourier- Hermite series representation (11) of u,( @). For 
every 4~) E K(t, $1, 
E @(x)(41))(w)- i C a(4 kt)F(t, k5, w) z(w) =O. 1 1 (14) k-0 ti.$ 
Proof. LHS of (14) 
= E ~(x)(~,(l))(w)-(~1(~j)(wj 
(a,(l))(w) I 
A 
= E[(@(x) - @bMYji 
= 0. 
Theorem 3.1. The functional z,(y) E H,,( t, 5) is the t-optimal estimate of@(x) if and _ 
only if 
(15) 
is orthogonal to H,, ( t, 0, w.r. t. t.~,,., i.e., for every z(y) E H,, ( t, $j, 
E(D(w)z(wj) =o. (16) 
Proof. (if): For every z(y) E H,,( t, .$j, 
= 0. 
The second equality follows from (15) and the third is a consequence of Lemma 
3.1. and (16). 
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(only if): For every z(y) E H,,( t, _S), 
E(D(w)z(w)) = E 
K 
Gl(w)(a,(l))(w) 
-kg, <& a(r, k 5)F(t, k Q w))e4] 
= E[(z,(w)(u,(l))(w)- @(X)(~,(l))(W))Z(W)1 
= E[(Zn(Y) - @(X))Z(Y)l 
= 0. 
The second equality results from Lemma 3.1. 
4. The &optimal estimation 
Given an index set $, let the [-optimal estimate 5(@(x)) be written as 
E(@)=b(t,O)+ i C b(t,k,GF(t,k,&.v) 
k=l St.5 
(17) 
where b( t, k, 5) for .$E ,Sk and k = 1,. . . , n, are unknown functions of t to be 
determined. 
Recall that the Fourier-Hermite (FH) series (12) of u,( @) and cr,(l) can be 
calculated from their iterated series (11) for any given index sets 5 and 7. We will, 
in this section, apply Theorem 3.1 to project d(x) = a,( @)/u,( 1) &to H,“( t, 5). The 
projection can be obtained by considering all the FH components of (T( 1) th; affect 
each such t;-component of the product &( @)a,( 1) that 5 E 5. The index set for all I 
those FH components of u,(l) will be denoted by n. Its determination necessitates I 
the following lemmas: 
Lemma 4.1. The product of two FH functionals can be expressed as follows: 
F(t, k,, 5, y)F(t, kz, 77, y) 
min(kl,k2) 1 k,+k,-2k 
= 
k:, k! -I - 
11 %1(51),P2(771)) ’ ’ ’ S(P1(tk)rP2(~k)) 
PI PZ 
(18) 
6(i, j):= I 1 for i =j, 0 fori#j, 
where p, and p2 are permutations of ([,, . . . , &,) and 
L, I,* is the summation over all such permutations. 
(771,. . , q2) respectively, and 
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Proof. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
From this expression, we see in order that the product (18) have a c-component, 
the vector n must contain all the components in 5 and 5 other than those that .$ 
and 5 have in common. Here repeated components are regarded as distinct one’s. 
For instance, if 5 = [ 1,2,2,3] and 5 = [2,3,4], then n must contain { 1,2,4}. Further- 
more, the vector n may contain any number of the common components of 5 and 
c, but they have to be included in duplicate. In the above example, the common 
components are {2,3} and the set of all n’s that make (18) have a [-component is 
{[l, 2,41,[1,2,2,2,41, [I, 2,3,3,41, [I, 2,&A 323,411. 
There is a bijective relationship between index vectors and products of 4’s, namely 
[i,, . . > ikl++&. . . c#+~, where 4’s are regarded as distinct variables and i, s . . . c ik. 
Let G:= GCD(&, . . . 4+ &, . . . &,,L F := f&, . . . h,,lG and H := 
&, . . . +(J G. If the power of G is 1, then there are less than or equal to 2’ difSerent 
factors (including 1) of it. Taking the square of each factor and multiplying it to 
F . H yields the set n( &c) of all the n that make (18) have a i-component. 
When n E n (5, J’),“we see that 
the {-component of (18) 
= C(5, n, 5)F(t, k(5), 5,y)l[k(5)+k(77)-k(5))/21! (19) 
where k( [), k(v), and k( 5) are the dimension of 5, 7, and f; respectively, and the 
constant C(& 7, 5) results from the permutations p, and pz in (18). To see how 
C([, n,l) can be determined, let us first consider the example: 4 = [ 1,2,, 2*, 31, 
n = [l, 2,, 2,], and 5 = [2,2,3]. The subscripts of 2 are used to distinguish different 
permutations. Simple substitution yields that 
C(‘$, n,5) = 6(1, I)6(2,, 2x)+6(2,, 2,)6(1, I)f6(1,1)6(2,, 24) 
+6(2,,2,)s(l, I)+s(l, I)s(2,,2,)+s(2,,2,)6(1,1) 
+ S(I, 1)6(22,2,)+s(2*, 2‘i)S(I, 1) 
= (# ways that {1,2} can be drawn from 5) 
. (# ways that { 1,2} can be drawn from n) 
. (# permutations of {1,2,} or (1, 22}) 
. (# ways that {1,2J or {1,2,> can match a 
permutation of { 1, 24}) 
=2.2.2.1=8. 
Recall the bijective relationship: [i,, . . . , ik]-& . . . 4i,. Denote by Y the index 
vector associated with (& . . . c#Q~~~,c#J,,, . . . &,,(c$~, . . . qbikc1,)p’)“2. A general for- 
mula for C(& n, <) is then the following: 
C(& 7, 5) = (# ways that the components of y can be drawn from those 
of .$ with repeated components subscripted for distinction) 
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. (# ways that the components of y can be drawn from those 
of 7) . (( # components of y) !) 
((# components of y) !/(# permutations of the components 
of y with subscripts removed)). 
Remark. Denote the index set of the RHS of (18) by l( 5,~). Some reflection shows 
that $(.$, 7) can be constructed from 5 and n in exaitly the same way as n( &, 5) is 
constructed from .$ and 5. Combining this observation and (19), Lemma 4:l can be 
converted into a product-sum formula for FH functionals: 
F(f, k(5), 6 Y)F(& k(n), 7, Y) 
(20) 
where &(& 7) is the collection of all k-tuples in g(.$, 7). We note that &k([, n) is 
empty when (k(t) + k( 7) - k)/2 is not an integer. 
Lemma 4.2. A product-to-sum formula for the jinite FH series is 
. F(t, Wd’), 5, ~1, 
g5, ‘7) := cu6 ,u, l(E 77). 
t t _ _ 
(21) 
Proof. We take the 5th term y, F and an index vector 5, and consider all the index 
vectors of n that belong to the index set n( .$, t). Multiplying y, F to each y,F 
indexed by an element of n n n (5, 4) yields the summation I,, nnT,(6,,ij. We first sum 
over all y, F terms to get -~,=~ CsczI and then sum over all the [lcomponents that 
may possibly result from the multiplications to get xcEi(fVj. 
_ _‘_ 
Now we consider the product 
Applying Lemma 4.2 and setting the [-components of [,( @)a,( 1) and v,( @) equal, 
we obtain 
ic c 
C(5, n,Ob(r, k, 5)P(t, k(n), 7) F(t k(l) 5 y) 
k=O Et&, o=1(5,1) ((k+k(n)--(c))/2)! ’ ’ ’ - _ 
= act, k(f), OF(t, k(5), 5, Y). 
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Hence, for every i’ E _5k, k = 0, . . . , n, 
k_,& i,~ri,, [(k+k(v)--k(l’)),Ql! c(~~777~)P(r7k(~)r7))b(t,k,5) _ ’ 
We note that these form an algebraic system of simultaneous linear equations, in 
which the number of unknowns b(t, k, 5) is the same as that of the equations. The 
solvability of (22) is guaranteed by the obvious existence of the projection of Q(x) 
onto K(r, 5). 
5. Finite Fourier expansion of b(t, k, 5) 
It was shown in Section 4 that the functions b( t, k, 5) can easily be determined at 
each t by solving a linear system of simultaneous equations (22). Although the 
solution of (22) can be carried out at a large (but finite) number of time points 
before the implementation of the estimator, the storage of all b(t, k, 5) is obvious 
difficult especially when the time interval [0, T] over which the estimator will be 
applied is large. 
Therefore we will, in this section, expand b(t, k, 5) in a finite Fourier series. By 
choosing an appropriate set of orthonormal functions on [0, T], which can easily 
be stored or reproduced, the above difficulty can be removed. 
The expansion can be obtained by minimizing the cumulative error p($( @), &) 
over the constant coefficients of b,(k, t), where 
P(_5,(@P), 6 := I 
T 
E($,(@) - $)‘v, df, 
0 
b’(tv k 5) :=I C bj(k t)$j(t). 
j=O 
(23) 
Here {Ic;,j = 1,2, . . .} on [0, T] is a CONS on [0, T] w.r.t. the weight function Y. 
We will now set about calculating p(&( a), &). Applying Lemma 4.2, we obtain 
(&(@I - h’= C f(t, k(5), l)F(c k(5), L y), (24) 
iti _ __ 
At, k(5), 5):= if C C 
CC& rl, sC’)r(f, k Or(c k(v), 7) 
k=O Cc.5 ~,6.t-nrl(&i) [(k+k(v)-Q5))/21! ’ _ __ 
jCk5) 
y(t, k, 5):~ b(t, k 5)~ C bj(k 6)‘/‘,(C). 
J=o 
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Since the FH functionals are orthonormal and the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
dpY/dp., is a,(l), it is easy to see from (23) and (12) that 
E(&(@) - 8)’ = E((&(@))(Y’) - (&(Y’))’ 
= E[((&(@))(w’) -(~)(w’))“(~,!l))(w)l 
=ic;c,, PC4 k(5), 51f(f, k(L), 5). 
- _‘_ 
Expressing p( &( @), J) as a quadratic polynomial in the unknown constants bj( k, [), 
we obtain 
i(kL)i(k(~).v) 
+c c C B,bjl(k t)b,z(k(v), r~), 
G 11=0 12=0 
(25) 
CC& 7, L’)P(t, k(5), 5) 
icC(C.6) k=O 5ih w5n~(~>,i)’ ‘:= [(k+ k(q) - k(l))/2]!’ - __ _ -_ 
i 
T 
& := Qb2( 6 k 5) y, dt, B,:=- ’ Qb(t, k(v), V)$j(t)vt dt, 
0 I 0 
T 
B,:= - I Qb(t, k Sb,b,lt)~t dt, B, := 0 I oT Q+jl(t)$j2(t)vI dt. 
By minimizing the above quadratic function over bj, we get a finite Fourier 
expansion (23) of b(t, k, 5). 
6. Recursive algorithms 
By solving the algebraic system (22) of simultaneous equations, the FH coefficients 
b(t, k, 5) can be determined as functions of time. If the storage or the on-line 
calculation of these coefficients poses a difficult implementation problem, we can 
take a step further in appr2ximating the minimum variance estimate. We can use 
the approximate estimator 0(x), for which only a finite number of constants bj(k, 5) 
need to be stored. It seems always possible to choose a CONS on [0, T] wrt the 
weight function v of which the elements tij can be recprsively calculated in time. 
We should stress here that the approximate estimator Q(x) so obtained is optimal 
for its given structure: 
G(X) = kEO ,f,‘FO) bj(k, S)Gj(t)F(t. k, 5, .v). (26) 
More specifically, it can be easily proven that the constant coefficients jj(k, 5) 
obtained by minimizing the quadratic function (25) minimizes ,i E( @ - &)‘v, dt 
as well. 
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It is known [2,4] that a FH functional F(t, k, 6, y):= Gk(t, n:=, ~$~,,,y) can be 
expressed as a product of the Hermite polynomials of the Wiener integrals 
ji 4*,(s) dy,: Define the symbol 4(” by Gk(t, $‘I’, y) := Gk(f, n;=, 4(si), y). If $I*, 
appears k, times in ]I~=, &, for i = 1,. . . , q, then n,“=, 4s, = nf=, 4::’ and 
Thus we have reduced the t-optimal estimation (17) to the calculation of the Wiener . 
integrals si 4h, dy. Let us recall from (9) that dh, are orthonormal functions in s on 
[0, t]. They are hence functions +*,( t, s) of both t and s. Their depenedence on t 
has not been indicated so as to simplify the notation. Most standard orthonormal 
functions on [0, t] such as the Legendre polynomials are not separable in t and s 
and a differential equation cannot be obtained by differentiating the Wiener integral 
I:, &z(l, s) dy,. 
If we are only interested in estimation over a finite time interval, the Legendre 
polynomials can still be used as the CONS as follows: Consider the time-scaled 
Legendre polynomials on [0, t], 
The polynomial 4k is of degree k and hence can be expressed as a linear combination 
of the Laguerre polynomials L, of degree is k as follows: 
L,(s .):=JG i (yl)y! 
7 
i-0 I![() - z)!]’ 
(2as)‘_‘, I,(s, a) := L,(s, a) ecu’ 
where the functions Cii( 1) can be easily determined. 
Hence, a typical Wiener integral which appears in (27) can be written as 
I 
I 
C$k( t, S) dy, = f C,(t) e” 
I 
eevrtas+, U) dy,< 
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where y is a positive constant to be chosen. 
Let us call the integral on the right side an element functional of the observation 
y’ and denote it by u,(t). Then it satisfies the linear differential equation 
du,(t) = -yu,(t) dt+e(aPr)r~(t, a) dy, (28) 
and the above Wiener integral can be expressed simply as 
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Thus the Wiener integral (29) can be calculated recursively by using the differential 
equation (28). Unfortunately, while (28) is a stable linear equation for a positive 
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